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Abstract

We show that the max entropy algorithm can be derandomized (with respect to a particular
objective function) to give a deterministic 3/2− ǫ approximation algorithm for metric TSP for
some ǫ > 10−36.

To obtain our result, we apply the method of conditional expectation to an objective func-
tion constructed in prior work which was used to certify that the expected cost of the algo-
rithm is at most 3/2− ǫ times the cost of an optimal solution to the subtour elimination LP.
The proof in this work involves showing that the expected value of this objective function can
be computed in polynomial time (at all stages of the algorithm’s execution).
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1 Introduction

One of the most fundamental problems in combinatorial optimization is the traveling salesperson
problem (TSP), formalized as early as 1832 (c.f. [App+07, Ch 1]). In an instance of TSP we are
given a set of n cities V along with their pairwise symmetric distances, c : V × V → R≥0. The
goal is to find a Hamiltonian cycle of minimum cost. In the metric TSP problem, which we study
here, the distances satisfy the triangle inequality. Therefore, the problem is equivalent to finding
a closed Eulerian connected walk of minimum cost.

It is NP-hard to approximate TSP within a factor of 123
122 [KLS15]. An algorithm of Christofides-

Serdyukov [Chr76; Ser78] from four decades ago gives a 3
2 -approximation for TSP. Over the

years there have been numerous attempts to improve the Christofides-Serdyukov algorithm and
exciting progress has been made for various special cases of metric TSP, e.g., [OSS11; MS11;
Muc12; SV12; HNR21; KKO20; HN19; Gup+21]. Recently, [KKO21] gave the first improvement
for the general case by demonstrating that the so-called “max entropy" algorithm of the third
author, Saberi, and Singh [OSS11] gives a randomized 3

2 − ǫ approximation for some ǫ > 10−36.
The method introduced in [KKO21] exploits the optimum solution to the following linear pro-

gramming relaxation of metric TSP studied by [DFJ59; HK70; GB93], also known as the subtour
elimination LP:

min ∑
u,v

x{u,v}c(u, v)

s.t., ∑
u

x{u,v} = 2 ∀v ∈ V,

∑
u∈S,v/∈S

x{u,v} ≥ 2, ∀S ( V, S 6= ∅

x{u,v} ≥ 0 ∀u, v ∈ V.

(1)

However, [KKO21] had two shortcomings. First, it did not show that the integrality gap
of the subtour elimination polytope is bounded below 3

2 . Second, it was randomized, and the
analysis in that work was by nature “non-constructive" in the sense that it used the optimal solu-
tion; thus it was not clear how to to derandomize it using the method of conditional expectation.
Other methods of derandomization seem at the moment out of reach and may require algorith-
mic breakthroughs. A followup work, [KKO22], remedied the first shortcoming by showing an
improved integrality gap. While it did not address the question of derandomization, a byproduct
of that work is an analysis of the max entropy algorithm which is in principle polynomially-time
computable as it avoids looking at OPT. The purpose of the present work is to show that this
analysis can indeed be done in polynomial-time, from which the following can be deduced (rem-
edying the second shortcoming of [KKO21]):

Theorem 1.1. Let x be a solution to LP (1) for a TSP instance. For some absolute constant ǫ > 10−36,
there is a deterministic algorithm (in particular, a derandomized version of max entropy) which outputs a
TSP tour with cost at most 3

2 − ǫ times the cost of x.

Thus, this work in some sense completes the exploratory program concerning whether the
max entropy algorithm for TSP beats 3/2 (initiated by [OSS11] in 2011), as now the above two
weaknesses of [KKO21] have been addressed. Of course, much work remains in determining the
true approximation factor of the algorithm; in this regard we are only at the tip of the iceburg.
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Using the recent exciting work of Traub, Vygen, and Zenklusen reducing path TSP to TSP
[TVZ20] our theorem also implies that there is a deterministic 3

2 − ǫ approximation algorithm for
path TSP.

1.1 High level proof overview

The high level strategy for derandomizing the max entropy algorithm is to use the method of
conditional expectation on an objective function given by the analysis in [KKO22].

The max entropy algorithm, similar to Christofides’ algorithm, first selects a spanning tree
and then adds a minimum cost matching on the odd vertices of the tree. While Christofides
selects a minimum cost spanning tree, here the spanning tree is sampled from a distribution. In
particular, after solving the natural LP relaxation for the problem to obtain a fractional solution
x, a tree is sampled from the distribution µ which has maximal entropy subject to the constraint
PT∼µ [e ∈ T] = xe for all e ∈ E (with possibly some exponentially small error in these constraints).
[KKO21; KKO22] construct a so-called “slack" vector which is used to show the expected cost
of the matching (over the randomness of the trees) is at most 1

2 − ǫ times the cost of an optimal
solution to the LP. Given a solution x to LP (1) these works imply that there is a random vector
m as a function of the tree T ∼ µ such that:

(1) The cost of the minimum cost matching on the odd vertices of tree T is at most c(m) (with
probability 1), and

(2) ET∼µ [c(m)] ≤ ( 1
2 − ǫ)c(x).

Let C = ET∼µ [c(T) + c(m)]. This will be the objective function to which we will apply the method
of conditional expectation. Since the expected cost of the tree T is c(x), as PT∼µ [e ∈ T] = xe, by

(2) C is at most ( 3
2 − ǫ)c(x). Since by (1) for a given tree T, c(T) + c(m) is an upper bound on the

cost of the output of the algorithm (with probability 1), this shows that the expected cost of the
algorithm is bounded strictly below 3/2.

Ideally, one would like µ to have polynomial sized support. Then one could simply check the
cost of the output of the algorithm on every tree in the support, and the above would guarantee
that some tree gives a better-than-3/2 approximation. However, the max entropy distribution can
have exponential sized support, and it’s not clear how to find a similarly behaved distribution
with polynomial sized support.

Instead, let Tpartial be the family of all partial settings of the edges of the graph to 0 or 1 where
the edges set to 1 are acyclic. For Set = {Xe1

, . . . , Xei
} ∈ Tpartial, and 1 ≤ j ≤ i, we use Xe j

to
indicate whether ej is set to 1 or 0.

The method of conditional expectations is then used as follows: Process the edges in an
arbitrary order e1, . . . , em and for each edge ei:

(1) Assume we inductively have chosen a valid assignment Set ∈ Tpartial to edges e1, . . . , ei−1.

(2) Let Set+ = Set ∪ {Xei
= 1}. Compute C+ = ET∼µ [c(T) + c(m) | Set+]. Similarly, let

Set− = Set ∪ {Xei
= 0} and compute C− = ET∼µ [c(T) + c(m) | Set−].

(3) Let Set ← Set+ or Set← Set− depending on which quantity is smaller.
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After a tree is obtained, add the minimum cost matching on the odd vertices of T. The resulting
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3 (see Algorithm 2 for its instantiation in a simple case).

As C ≤ ( 3
2 − ǫ)c(x), this algorithm succeeds with probability 1. We only need to show it

can be made to run in polynomial time. Since we can compute the expected cost of the tree
conditioned on Set using linearity of expectation and the matrix tree theorem (Section 2.2), it
remains to show that ET∼µ [c(m)|Set] can be computed deterministically and efficiently for any
Set ∈ Tpartial.

Key Contributions. The key contribution of this paper is to show how to do this computation
efficiently, which is based on two observations:

(1) The first is that the vector m (whose cost upper bounds the cost of the minimum cost
matching on the odd vertices of the tree) can be written as the (weighted) sum of indicators
of events that depend on the sampled tree T, and each of these events happens only when
a constant number of (not necessarily disjoint) sets of edges have certain parities or certain
sizes.

(2) The second is that the probability of any such event can be deterministically computed in
polynomial time by evaluating the generating polynomial of all spanning trees at certain
points in CE, see Lemma 5.3.

Structure of the paper. After reviewing some preliminaries, in Section 3 we review the matrix
tree theorem and show (as a warmup) how to compute the probability two (not necessarily
disjoint) sets of edges both have an even number of edges in the sampled tree. In Section 4, we
then give a complete description and proof of a deterministic algorithm for the special “degree
cut" case of TSP. Unlike the subsequent sections of the paper, Section 4 is self-contained and thus
directed towards readers looking for more high-level intuition or those not familiar with [KKO21;
KKO22]. In Section 5 we show (2) from above and give the deterministic algorithm in the general
case. The remainder of the paper then involves proving (1) for the general definition of m from
[KKO21; KKO22].

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

For a set of edges A ⊆ E and (a tree) T ⊆ E, we write AT = |A ∩ T|. For a tree T, we will say a
cut S ⊆ V is odd in T if δ(S)T is odd and even in T otherwise. If the tree is understood we will
simply say even or odd. We use δ(S) = {{u, v} ∈ E : |{u, v} ∩ S| = 1} to denote the set of edges
that leave S, and E(S) = {{u, v} ∈ E : |{u, v} ∩ S| = 2} to denote the set of edges inside of S.

For a set A ⊆ E and a vector x ∈ R|E| we write x(A) := ∑e∈A xe.

2.2 Randomized Algorithm of [KKO21]

Let x0 be an optimum solution of LP (1). Without loss of generality we assume x0 has an edge
e0 = {u0, v0} with x0

e0
= 1, c(e0) = 0. (To justify this, consider the following process: given x0,

pick an arbitrary node, u, split it into two nodes u0, v0 and set x{u0,v0} = 1, c(e0) = 0 and assign
half of every edge incident to u to u0 and the other half to v0.)
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Let E0 = E ∪ {e0} be the support of x0 and let x be x0 restricted to E and G = (V, E). By
Lemma 2.3 x0 restricted to E is in the spanning tree polytope (2) of G. We write G = (V, E, x)
to denote the (undirected) graph G together with special vertices u0, v0 and the weight function
x : E→ R≥0. Similarly, let G0 = (V, E0, x0) and let G/e0

= G0/{e0}, i.e. G/e0
is the graph G0 with

the edge e0 contracted.

Definition 2.1. For a vector λ : E → R≥0, a λ-uniform distribution µλ over spanning trees of G =

(V, E) is a distribution where for every spanning tree T ⊆ E, Pµλ
[T] = ∏e∈T λe

∑T′ ∏e∈T′ λe
.

Theorem 2.2 ([Asa+10]). Let z be a point in the spanning tree polytope (see (2)) of a graph G = (V, E).
For any ǫ > 0, a vector λ : E → R≥0 can be found such that the corresponding λ-uniform spanning tree
distribution, µλ, satisfies

∑
T∈T :T∋e

Pµλ
[T] ≤ (1 + ε)ze, ∀e ∈ E,

i.e., the marginals are approximately preserved. In the above T is the set of all spanning trees of (V, E).
The algorithm is deterministic and running time is polynomial in n = |V|, − log mine∈E ze and log(1/ǫ).

[KKO22] showed that the following (randomized) max entropy algorithm has expected cost
of the output is at most ( 3

2 − ǫ)c(x).

Algorithm 1 (Randomized) Max Entropy Algorithm for TSP

Find an optimum solution x0 of Eq. (1), and let e0 = {u0, v0} be an edge with x0
e0
= 1, c(e0) = 0.

Let E0 = E ∪ {e0} be the support of x0 and x be x0 restricted to E and G = (V, E).
Find a vector λ : E→ R≥0 such that for any e ∈ E, PT∼µλ

[e ∈ T] = xe(1± 2−n).
Sample a tree T ∼ µλ.
Let M be the minimum cost matching on odd degree vertices of T.
Output T ∪M.

2.3 Polyhedral background

For any graph G = (V, E), Edmonds [Edm70] gave the following description for the convex hull
of spanning trees of a graph G = (V, E), known as the spanning tree polytope.

z(E) = |V| − 1, z(E(S)) ≤ |S| − 1 ∀S ⊆ V, ze ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ E. (2)

Edmonds [Edm70] proved that the extreme point solutions of this polytope are the characteristic
vectors of the spanning trees of G.

Lemma 2.3 ([KKO21, Fact 2.1]). Let x0 be a feasible solution of (1) such that x0
e0

= 1 with support
E0 = E ∪ {e0}. Let x be x0 restricted to E; then x is in the spanning tree polytope of G = (V, E).

Since c(e0) = 0, the following fact is immediate.

Lemma 2.4. Let G = (V, E, x) where x is in the spanning tree polytope. If µ is any distribution of
spanning trees with marginals x then ET∼µ [c(T ∪ e0)] = c(x).
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To bound the cost of the min-cost matching on the set O(T) of odd degree vertices of the
tree T, we use the following characterization of the O(T)-join polyhedron due to Edmonds and
Johnson [EJ73].

Proposition 2.5. For any graph G = (V, E), cost function c : E → R+, and a set O ⊆ V with an even
number of vertices, the minimum weight of an O-join equals the optimum value of the following integral
linear program.

min c(y) s.t.

y(δ(S)) ≥ 1 S ⊆ V, |S ∩O| odd ye ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ E
(3)

3 Computing probabilities

The deterministic algorithm depends on the computation of various probabilities and conditional
expectations. In this section (and additionally later in Section 5), we show to do these calculations
efficiently.

3.1 Notation

Let BE be the set of all probability measures on the Boolean algebra 2|E|. Let µ ∈ BE. The
generating polynomial gµ : R[{ze}e∈E] of µ is defined as follows:

gµ(z) := ∑
S

µ(S)∏
e∈S

ze.

3.2 Matrix tree theorem

Let G = (V, E) with |V| = n. For e = (u, v) we let Le = (1u − 1v)(1u − 1v)T be the Laplacian of e.
Recall Kirchhoff’s matrix tree theorem:

Theorem 3.1 (Matrix tree theorem). For a graph G = (V, E) let gT ∈ R[ze1
, . . . , zem ] = ∑T∈T zT be

the generating polynomial of the spanning trees of G.
Then, we have

gT ({ze}e∈E) =
1

n
det(∑

e∈E

zeLe + 11T/n).

Given a vector λ ∈ R|E| and a set S ⊆ E, let λS := ∏i∈S λi. Recall that the λ-uniform
distribution µλ is the probability distribution over spanning trees where the probability of every
tree T is λT. Then the generating polynomial of µλ is

gµλ
(z) = ∑

T∈T
λTzT = gT ({λeze}e∈E) =

1

n
det

(

∑
e∈E

zeλeLe + 11T/n

)

and can be evaluated at any z ∈ CE efficiently using a determinant computation.
Thus we can compute PT∼µ [e ∈ T] by computing the sum of the probabilities of trees in the

graph G/{e}, i.e. the graph with e contracted, as follows:

PT∼µ [e ∈ T] = 1−PT∼µ [e /∈ T] = 1− ∑
T∈T :e/∈T

λT

where to compute the sum in the RHS we evaluate gµλ
at ze = 0, z f = 1 for all f 6= e. Thus,
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Lemma 3.2. Given a λ-uniform distribution µλ over spanning trees, for every edge e, we can compute
PT∼µλ

[e ∈ T] in polynomial time.

Given some Set ∈ Tpartial, we contract each edge e with Xe = 1 in Set and delete each edge e
with Xe = 0 in Set. Let G′ be the resulting graph with n′ vertices, with corresponding λ′e ∝ λe for

all e ∈ G′ normalized such that ∑T ′∈G′ λ
′T = 1.

Remark 3.3. A vector λ ∈ R|E| is easily normalized by setting λ′e = λe/
(

∑T λT
)1/n−1

, i.e., λ′e =

λe/gT ({λe}e∈E)
1/n−1. Thus at the cost of another application of the matrix-tree theorem, we assume

without loss of generality that we are always dealing with λ values that are normalized.

Putting the previous facts together, we obtain

Lemma 3.4. Given a λ-uniform distribution µλ and some Set ∈ Tpartial, we can compute a vector λ′ such
that µλ′ = µλ|Set.

3.3 Computing parities in a simple case

Lemma 3.5. Let A, B ⊆ E and µλ be a λ-uniform distribution over spanning trees. Then, we can compute
PT∼µλ

[AT, BT even] in polynomial time.

Proof. First observe that

I {AT, BT even} = 1

4
(1 + (−1)AT + (−1)BT + (−1)((ArB)∪(BrA))T)

One can easily check that if AT and BT are even, this is 1, and otherwise it is 0.
To compute PT∼µλ

[A and B even in T] it is enough to compute the expected value of this
indicator. By linearity of expectation it is therefore enough to compute the expectation of (−1)FT

for any set F ⊆ E. We can do this using Theorem 3.1. Setting zF
e = −1 if e ∈ F and zF

e = +1
otherwise, we exactly have:

gµλ
(zF) = ∑

T∈T
(−1)FT λT = ET∼µλ

[

(−1)FT

]

.

The lemma follows.

Remark 3.6. We can use the same approach to compute PT∼µλ
[AT odd, BT even] or the probability that

both are odd. All we need to do is to multiply (−1)AT with a −1 if AT needs to be odd (and similarly for
BT), and (−1)((ArB)∪(BrA))T with a −1 if we are looking for different parities in AT, BT.

Given some Set ∈ Tpartial, by Lemma 3.4 we can compute µλ′ = µλ|Set. Applying the above
lemma to µλ′ , it follows (after appropriately updating the parities to account for edges set to 1 in
Set):

Corollary 3.7. Let A, B ⊆ E. We can compute PT∼µ [A and B even in T | Set] in polynomial time.
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Algorithm 2 A Deterministic Approximation Algorithm for Metric TSP in the Degree Cut Case

1: Given a solution x0 of the LP (1), with an edge e0 with xe0 = 1.
2: Let G be the support graph of x.
3: Find a vector λ : E → R≥0 such that for any e ∈ E, PT∼µλ

[e ∈ T] = xe(1 ± 2−n) (see
Section 2.2).

4: Initialize Set := ∅

5: while there exists e 6= e0 not set in Set do

6: Let Set+ := Set ∪ {Xe = 1} and let Set− := Set ∪ {Xe = 0};
7: if ET∼µλ

[c(T) + c(m) | Set+] ≤ ET∼µλ
[c(T) + c(m) | Set−] (m from Definition 4.4) then

8: Set := Set+;
9: else

10: Set := Set−;
11: end if

12: end while

13: Return T = {e : Xe = 1 in Set} together with min cost matching on odd degree vertices of T.

4 A deterministic algorithm in the degree cut case

As a warmup, in this section we show how to implement the deterministic algorithm for the
so-called “degree cut case," i.e., when for every set of vertices S with 2 ≤ |S| ≤ n − 2 we have
x(δ(S)) ≥ 2 + η for some absolute constant η > 0. See Algorithm 2.

Construction of the matching vector. We describe a simple construction for the matching
vector m : T → R|E| for the degree cut case. It will ensure that for a tree T, m is in the O(T)-Join
polyhedron where O(T) is the set of odd vertices of T (we emphasize that m is a function of T).
Therefore, c(m) is an upper bound on the cost of the minimum cost matching on the odd vertices
of T as desired.

Let p = 2 · 10−10 (note that we have not optimized this constant and in the degree cut case it
can be greatly improved). We say that an edge e = (u, v) is good if
PT∼µ [u, v both even in T] ≥ p, where we say a vertex v is even in a tree T if δ(v)T is even.
The vector m will consist of the convex combination of two feasible points in the O(T)-Join
polyhedron, g and b (where g is for “good" edges and b is for “bad" edges).

For a tree T and an edge e = (u, v) we let:

ge =

{

1
2+η xe If u and v are both even in T
1
2 xe Otherwise

Lemma 4.1. g is in the O(T)-Join polyhedron.

Proof. First, consider any cut consisting of a single vertex v (or its complement). If v is odd, we
need to ensure that g(δ(v)) ≥ 1. If v is odd, then ge = xe/2 for all e ∈ δ(v), so this follows from
the fact that x(δ(v)) = 2.

Now consider any cut S with 2 ≤ |S| ≤ n− 2. We now argue that g(δ(S)) ≥ 1 with probability
1. This follows from the fact that:

g(δ(S)) ≥ 1

2 + η
x(δ(S)) ≥ 1

2 + η
(2 + η) = 1,
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where we use that every cut S with 2 ≤ |S| ≤ n− 2 has x(δ(S)) ≥ 2 + η.

We now design our second vector b. For a tree T and an edge e = (u, v) we let:

be =

{

1+η
2+η xe If e is good

1
2+η xe If e is bad

We will crucially use the following:

Corollary 4.2 (Corollary of Theorem 5.14 from [KKO21]). Let v be a vertex. Then, if Gv is the set of
good edges adjacent to v, x(Gv) ≥ 1.

In [KKO21], it is shown that if xe is bounded away from 1/2, then e is a good edge. Further-
more, for any two edges e and f adjacent to v with xe ≈ x f ≈ 1/2, at least one is good. So, v can
have only one bad edge which has fraction about 1/2, giving the above corollary (therefore it is
even true that x(Gv) ≥ 3/2− γ for some small γ > 0).

Given this, we can show the following:

Lemma 4.3. b is in the O(T)-Join polyhedron.

Proof. For any non-vertex cut, similar to above, the O(T)-Join constraint is easily satisfied. For a
vertex cut v, we use that by the above theorem the x weight of the set of good edges adjacent to

v is at least 1. Therefore, b(v) ≥ 1+η
2+η + 1

2+η = 1.

Definition 4.4 (Matching vector m in the degree cut case). Let m = αb + (1− α)g, for some 0 <

α < 1 we choose in the next subsection. Since b and g are both in the O(T)-Join polyhedron, so is m.

Lemma 4.5. For any good edge e, E [ge] ≤ ( 1
2 −

η p
4+2η )xe.

Proof. Let pe = PT∼µ [u, v even]. We can compute:

E [ge] =

(

pe

2 + η
+

1− pe

2

)

xe ≤
(

p

2 + η
+

1− p

2

)

xe =

(

1

2
− ηp

4 + 2η

)

xe,

as desired.

Therefore, for any good edge e,

E [me] ≤
(

α

(

1 + η

2 + η

)

+ (1− α)

(

1

2
− ηp

4 + 2η

))

xe

For any bad edge e, we have

E [me] ≤
(

α

2 + η
+

1− α

2

)

xe

To make the two equal, we set α = p
2+p . Therefore,

E [me] ≤
(

p/(2 + p)

2 + η
+

1− p/(2 + p)

2

)

xe <

(

1

2
− pη

9

)

xe

for all edges e. Since η, p are absolute constants, this is at most ( 1
2 − ǫ)xe for some absolute

constant ǫ > 0. Therefore the randomized algorithm has expected cost at most ( 3
2 − ǫ)c(x),

which is enough to prove that Algorithm 2 deterministically finds a tree plus a matching whose
cost is at most ( 3

2 − ǫ)c(x). Thus the only remaining question is the computational complexity of
Algorithm 2, which we address now.
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Computing E [c(T) + c(m) | Set]. Now that we have explained the construction of m, we ob-
serve that there is a simple deterministic algorithm to compute E [c(T) + c(m) | Set] in polyno-
mial time.

First, compute E [c(T) | Set]. By linearity of expectation it is enough to compute P [e ∈ T | Set]
for all e ∈ E. To do this, we first apply Lemma 3.4 to find λ′ such that µλ′ = µλ|Set and then apply
Lemma 3.2.

Now to compute E [c(m) | Set], it suffices to compute E [me | Set] for any Set ∈ Tpartial, P [e ∈ T | Set]
and any e = (u, v). Given the definition of m, the only event depending on the tree is the event
P [u, v even | Set]. This can be computed with Corollary 3.7.

5 General Case

Algorithm 3 A Deterministic Approximation Algorithm for Metric TSP

1: Given a solution x0 of the LP (1), with an edge e0 with xe0 = 1.
2: Let G be the support graph of x.
3: Find a vector λ : E → R≥0 such that for any e ∈ E, PT∼µλ

[e ∈ T] = xe(1± 2−n)
4: Perform Preprocessing Steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
5: Initialize Set := ∅.
6: while there exists e 6= e0 not set in Set do

7: Let Set+ := Set ∪ {Xe = 1} and let Set− := Set ∪ {Xe = 0};
8: Compute S+ = ET∼µλ

[c(T) | Set+] + ∑e∈E Ec(s∗)(e, Set+) + Ec(s)(e, Set+).
9: Compute S− = ET∼µλ

[c(T) | Set−] + ∑e∈E Ec(s∗)(e, Set−) + Ec(s)(e, Set−).
10: If S+ ≤ S−, let Set := Set+. Otherwise let Set := Set−.
11: end while

12: Return T = {e : Xe = 1 in Set} together with min cost matching on odd degree vertices of T.

The matching vector m in the general case, [KKO22, Thm 6.1], can be written as s + s∗ + 1
2 x

where s, s∗ are functions of the tree T ∼ µλ and some independent Bernoullis B. Roughly
speaking, the (slack) vector s∗ : E → R≥0 takes care of matching constraints for near minimum
cuts that are crossed and the (slack) vector s : E→ R takes care of the constraints corresponding
to cuts which are not crossed. Most importantly, the guarantee is that for a fixed tree T the
expectation of c(s) + c(s∗) + 1

2 c(x) over the Bernoullis is at least c(M) where M is the minimum
cost matching on the odd vertices of T. Furthermore, E [c(s) + c(s∗)] ≤ −ǫc(x) which is the
necessary bound to begin applying the method of conditional expectation in Algorithm 3.

Remark 5.1. The definitions of s and s∗, the proof that E [c(s) + c(s∗)] ≤ −ǫc(x), and the proof that
x/2 + E [s + s∗ | T] is in the O(T)-join polyhedron come from [KKO21; KKO22]. Here, we will review
how to construct the random slack vectors s, s∗ for a given spanning tree T and then explain how to
efficiently compute E [c(s) + c(s∗) | Set] deterministically for any Set ∈ Tpartial.

Unfortunately, a reader who has not read [KKO21; KKO22] may not be able to understand the motiva-
tion behind the details of the construction of s, s∗. However, Section 6 and Section 7 are self-contained in
the sense that a reader should be able to verify that E [c(s) + c(s∗) | Set] can be computed efficiently and
deterministically.

Our theorem boils down to showing the following two lemmas:
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Lemma 5.2. For any Set ∈ Tpartial, there is a polynomial time deterministic algorithm that computes:

(1) ET∼µλ
[c(s∗) | Set] (shown in Ec(s∗)(e, Set))

(2) ET∼µλ
[c(s) | Set] (shown in Ec(s)(e, Set))

The crux of proving the above lemma is to show that for a given edge e and any Set, each
of E [s∗e | Set] and E [se | Set] can be written as the (weighted) sum of indicators of events that
depend on the sampled tree T, and each of these events happens only when a constant number of
(not necessarily disjoint) sets of edges have certain parities or certain sizes. Technically speaking,
these weighted sums are non-trivial for some of the events defined in [KKO21; KKO22]. Given
that, the following is enough to prove Lemma 5.2, as it gives a deterministic algorithm to compute
the probability that a collection of (not necessarily disjoint) sets of edges have certain parities or
certain sizes.

(1) of Lemma 5.2 is proved in Section 6, and (2) in Section 7. The algorithm for each part
requires a series of preprocessing steps and function definitions that we have marked with gray
boxes. In each section, the final procedure to calculate the expected cost of the slack vector is
given in a yellow box at the end of the corresponding section.

Lemma 5.3. Given a probability distribution µ : 2[n] → R≥0 and an oracle O that can evaluate
gµ(z1, . . . , zn) at any z1, . . . , zn ∈ C. Let E1, . . . , Ek be a collection of (not necessarily disjoint) subsets of
[n] and (σ1, . . . , σk) ∈ Fm1

× · · · × Fmk
. Then, we can compute,

PT∼µ [(Ei)T = σi(mod mi), ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k] .

in N := m1 . . . mk-many calls to the oracle.1

Proof. For each of the sets Ei, define a variable xi, and substitute for ze ← ∏j x
I{e∈Ej}
j into the

polynomial gµ and call the resulting polynomial g. Then

g(x1, . . . , xk) = ∑
S∈supp(µ)

P [S]
k

∏
i=1

x
(Ei)S

i

Where recall (Ei)S = |Ei ∩ S|. Now, let ωi := e
2π
√
−1

mi . We claim that

1

m1 · · ·mk
∑

(e1,...,ek)∈Fr1
×···×Frk

k

∏
i=1

ω
−eiσi
i g(ωe1

1 , . . . , ω
ek

k ) = PS∼µ [(Ei)S ≡ σi mod mi, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k]

So the algorithm only needs to call the oracle N many times to compute the sum in the LHS.
To see this identity, notice that we can write the LHS as

1

m1 · · ·mk
∑

(e1,...,ek)∈Fm1
×···×Fmk

∑
S∈supp(µ)

P [S]
k

∏
i=1

ω
−eiσi+ei(Ei)S

i = ∑
S∈supp(µ)

P [S]
k

∏
i=1





1

mi
∑

ei∈Fmi

ω
((Ei)S−σi)ei

i





= ∑
S∈supp(µ)

P [S]
k

∏
i=1

I {(Ei)S − σi ≡ 0 mod σi}

1Note that since we are dealing with irrational numbers, we will not be able to compute this probability exactly.
However by doing all calculations with poly(n, N) bits of precision we can ensure our estimate has exponentially
small error which will suffice to get the bounds we need later.
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where the last equality uses that ωi is the mi’th root of unity. The RHS is exactly equal to the
probability that (Ei)S ≡ σi mod mi for all i.

Remark 5.4. When we apply this lemma in this paper, we will always let k be a constant and mi ≤ |V|
for all i. Thus, it will always use a polynomial number of calls to an oracle evaluating the generating
polynomial of a spanning tree distribution µλ. By Theorem 3.1, for any z ∈ C|E|:

gµλ
({ze}e∈E) =

1

n
det(∑

e∈E

λezeLe + 11T/n),

which can be computed in polynomial time.

Corollary 5.5. Let µλ be a λ-uniform spanning tree distribution and let Set ∈ Tpartial. Then, let E1, . . . , Ek

be a collection of (not necessarily disjoint) subsets of [n] and (σ1, . . . , σk) ∈ Fm1
× · · · × Fmk

. Then, we
can compute,

PT∼µλ
[(Ei)T = σi (mod mi), ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k | Set] .

in N := m1 . . . mk-many calls to the oracle.

Proof. Construct a new graph G′ by contracting all edges with Xe = 1 in Set and deleting all
edges with Xe = 0. We then update all σi by subtracting the number of edges that are set to 1 in
Ei by Set. Then we apply Lemma 5.3 to the λ-uniform spanning tree distribution over G′ with
the updated~σ and the same ~m.

6 Computation for c(s∗)

We interleave the definitions of s and s∗ with our method of computing the expected value of
these vectors. While the definitions of s, s∗ are essentially copied from [KKO21] and [KKO22],
in some places we modify the notation and make the construction slightly more algorithmic to
improve the presentation. To differentiate these two we put computations in boxes.

For two sets A, B ⊆ V, we say A crosses B if all of the following sets are non-empty:

A ∩ B, A r B, B r A, A ∪ B.

Definition 6.1 (Near Min Cut). For G = (V, E, x), we say a cut S ⊆ V is an η-near min cut if
x(δ(S)) < 2 + η.2

6.1 Polygon representation preprocessing

Definition 6.2 (Connected Component of Crossing Cuts). Given the set of η-near min cuts of a graph
G = (V, E), construct a graph where two cuts are connected by an edge if they cross. Partition this graph
into maximal connected components. In the following, we will consider maximal connected components
C of crossing cuts and simply call them connected components. We say a connected component is a
singleton if it has exactly one cut and a non-singleton otherwise.

2Note this differs slightly from the notation in [Ben95; BG08] in which an η near min cut is said to be within a
1 + η factor of the edge connectivity of the graph.
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Figure 1: Consider the graph on the left and suppose that every edge e has fractional value
xe = 1/7. This graph then has min cut value 2, with cuts of fractional value at most 2 + 1/7
circled in blue. Note that this is a connected family C of near-min cuts, since every adjacent pair
of blue cuts cross each other. The right image shows the polygon representation of C. The blue
lines in the right image are the representing diagonals. This representation has 8 outside atoms
and {1} is the only inside atom.

For a connected component C, let {ai}i≥0 be the coarsest partition of vertices V such that for any
C ∈ C, either ai ⊆ C or ai ⊆ C. Each set ai is called an atom of C and we write A(C) to denote the set of
all atoms.

Note for any atom ai ∈ A(C) which is an η-near min cut, (ai, ai) is a singleton component, and is not
crossed by any η-near min cut. Therefore (ai, ai) 6∈ C.

We can now represent any cut in S ∈ C either by the set of vertices it contains or as a subset of A(C).
In the following, we will often identify an atom with the set of vertices that it represents3.

To study these systems, we will utilize the polygon representation of near minimum cuts of
Benczúr and Goemans [Ben95; Ben97; BG08]. Their work implies that any connected component
C of crossing η-near minimum cuts has a polygon representation with the following properties,
so long as η ≤ 2

5 :

1. A polygon representation is a convex regular polygon with a collection of representing di-
agonals. All polygon edges and diagonals are drawn using straight lines in the plane. The
diagonals partition the polygon into cells.

2. Each atom of C is mapped to a cell of the polygon. If one of these cells is bounded by
some portion of the polygon boundary it is non-empty and we call its atom an outside atom.
We call the atoms of all other non-empty cells inside atoms. Note that some cells may not
contain any atom. WLOG label the outside atoms a0, . . . , am−1 in counterclockwise order,
and label the inside atoms arbitrarily. We also label points of the polygon p0, . . . , pm−1 such
that outside atom ai is on the side (pi, pi+1) and a0 is on the side (pm−1, p0). (In future
sections we will refer to the special atom called the root, and if it is an outside atom WLOG
we will label a0 as the root.)

3For example, it will be convenient to write cuts as subsets of atoms. In this case the cut is the union of the vertices
in those atoms.
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3. No cell has more than one incident outer polygon edge.

4. Each representing diagonal defines a cut such that each side of the cut is given by the union
of the atoms on each side. Furthermore, the collection of cuts given by these diagonals is
exactly C.

The following fact follows immediately from the above discussion:

Lemma 6.3. Any cut S ∈ C (represented by a diagonal of P) must have at least two outside atoms.

Definition 6.4 (Outside atoms). For a polygon P and a set S of atoms of P, we write OP(S) to denote
the set of outside atoms of P in S; we drop the subscript when P is clear from context. We also write O(P)
(or O(A(C)) where C is the connected component of P) to denote the set of all outside atoms of P.

Note that, given S ∈ C, since S may be identified with a set of atoms, O(S) is also well defined.

The following observation follows from the fact that cuts correspond to straight diagonals in
the plane and the polygon P is regular:

Property 6.5 ([BG08, Prop 19]). If S, S′ ∈ C cross then O(S) and O(S′) cross, and O(S ∪ S′) 6= O(P).

Definition 6.6 (Left, Right Crossing). Let S, S′ ∈ C such that S′ crosses S. For such a pair, we say S′

crosses S on the left if the leftmost (clockwise-most) outside atom of O(S′ ∪ S) is in S′. Otherwise, we say
that S′ crosses S on the right. Note that by Property 6.5, O(S), O(S′) cross.

Definition 6.7 (Crossed on one, both sides). We say a cut S is crossed on both sides if it is crossed by
a cut (in C) on the left and a cut (in C) on the right and we say S is crossed on one side if it is crossed
only on the left or only on the right.

Definition 6.8 (Root node). Recall G/e0
is the graph with e0 contracted. Let r ∈ V(G/e0

) be the result
of contracting the nodes {u0, v0}. We will call r the root node.

Definition 6.9 (Nη ,Nη,0,Nη,1,Nη,2,Nη,≤1). Given an LP solution x, let Nη ⊆ 2Vr{r} be the set of all
η-near min cuts of x where we identify each cut with the side that does not contain the root node r.

Let Nη,0 ⊆ Nη be the set of cuts that are not crossed. Let Nη,1 ⊆ Nη be the set of cuts that are crossed
on one side in their respective polygons. Let Nη,2 ⊆ Nη be the set of cuts which are crossed on both sides
in their respective polygons. Finally let Nη,≤1 = Nη,0 ∪Nη,1.

Preprocessing Step 1: Compute the polygon representations

• Find all η-near min cuts of the support graph G/e0
, which can be done in determinis-

tic polynomial time (for example see [NNI94]).

• For each connected component of cuts C, compute its polygon representation P. By
[Ben95] this can be done in deterministic polynomial time.

• Given the collection of η-near min cuts and polygons, let r be the root node and
compute Nη,Nη,0,Nη,1,Nη,2, and Nη,≤1 (see Definition 6.9).
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6.2 Computation for cuts crossed on both sides

Definition 6.10 (Internal). We say an edge is internal to a polygon P (of a connected component of cuts)
if its endpoints fall into two different atoms of P, both of which are not the root atom of P.

Note by definition each edge is internal to at most one polygon P.
We iterate through each connected component of cuts C in Nη with polygon P and do as

follows. First, we define and compute:

Definition 6.11 (SL, SR). For each cut S ∈ C which is crossed on both sides, let SL be the near minimum
cut crossing S on the left which minimizes |O(S ∩ SL)|. If there are multiple sets crossing S on the left
with the same minimum intersection, choose the smallest one to be SL. Similarly, let SR be the near min
cut crossing S on the right which minimizes |O(S ∩ SR)|, and again choose the smallest set to break ties.

For each cut S ∈ C, we define:

E←(S) = E(S ∩ SL, SL r S)

E→(S) = E(S ∩ SR, SR r S)

E◦(S) = δ(S)r (E←(S) ∪ E→(S))

(4)

In addition we define the left and right bad events for each polygon point p.

B→(p) = 1{|E→(L(p)) ∩ T| 6= 1 or |E◦(L(p)) ∩ T| 6= 0}
B←(p) = 1{|E←(R(p)) ∩ T| 6= 1 or |E◦(R(p)) ∩ T| 6= 0}. (5)

If L(p) does not exist, simply assume the left bad event never occurs, and similarly if R(p) does
not exist assume the right bad event never occurs.

Define L(p)∩R := L(p) ∩ L(p)R, and let L∗(p) ∈ C be the cut crossing L(p)∩R on the left that
maximizes |O(L∗(p)∩ L(p)∩R)| (and similarly R∗(p) to maximize the intersection with O(R(p)∩L)
on the right). If L∗(p) does not exist, i.e. no cut crosses L(p)∩R on the left, set L∗(p) = ∅, and
similarly for R∗(p). We let:

E(B→(p)) := E(L(p)∩R r L∗(p), L(p)R r L(p)∩R)

E(B←(p)) := E(R(p)∩L r R∗(p), R(p)L r R(p)∩L)
(6)

Definition 6.12 (Increase event for cuts crossed on both sides). For each edge e internal to polygon P,
we define a random variable Ie : T → {0, 1} which indicates if there exists a pi for which e ∈ E(B→(pi))
and B→(pi) occurs or e ∈ E(B←(pi)) and B←(pi) occurs.

In this way, Ie has been defined for every edge internal to some polygon. For all edges e
which are not internal to any polygon, we simply let Ie = 0 for every tree.

Lemma 6.13. We can compute
P [Ie | Set]

in polynomial time for any edge e.
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Proof. If e is not internal to any polygon, P [Ie | Set] = 0 and we are done. Otherwise, it is
internal to some polygon P. By Lemma 5.4 in [KKO22] (also see the proof of Theorem 5.2), there
are at most two indices i in this polygon P for which e ∈ E(B→(pi)) and at most two indices i for
which e ∈ E(B←(pi)). Therefore, we are interested in at most four events B→(pi) or B←(pi).

Using Corollary 5.5 it is straightforward to compute the probability that any collection of
these (at most four) events occurs. For each event i (say, some B→(pi)) we use the two sets
E→(L(pi)) and E0(L(p)) and set their σ values to be 1 and 0 respectively and both of their m
values to be |V|, and return 1 minus the computed probability.

Therefore, we can compute the probability that at least one event occurs, which is sufficient
to prove the lemma.

Let Ie : Tpartial → R≥0 be the function from the above lemma which given Set returns
P [Ie | Set].

Preprocessing Step 2: Compute polygon edge sets

For each polygon P with connected component of cuts C:

• For each cut S ∈ C, compute E←(S), E→(S), E◦(S) (see Eq. (4)).

• For each polygon point p in P, compute E(B→(p)) and E(B←(p)) (see Eq. (6)).

Increase-Both-Sides(e, Set)

Given an edge e and Set ∈ Tpartial compute P [Ie | Set] using Lemma 6.13.

6.3 Preprocessing for cuts crossed on one side

Now partition the cuts in Nη,1 into connected components. For each connected component of
cuts C and for each cut C ∈ Nη,0 that can be written as the union of two other cuts a1, a2 ∈ Nη,0

which are not crossed, let P be its (possibly degenerate)4 polygon P. Similar to above, each edge
is internal (see Definition 6.10) to at most one such polygon P. By Lemma A.1 from [KKO22],
P has no inside atoms. Label its outside atoms a0, . . . , am−1, in counterclockwise order, where
WLOG a0 is the root atom.

We call a1 the leftmost atom and am−1 the rightmost atom. Finally, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m let Ei(P) =
E(ai−1, ai (mod m)) be the edges between atom ai−1 and ai (mod m) in P.

Now we define the following:

Definition 6.14 (A, B, C-Polygon Partition). The A, B, C-polygon partition of a polygon P is a partition
of edges of δ(a0) into sets A = E1(P), B = Em(P), and C = δ(a0)r A r B.

Definition 6.15 (Relevant Atoms and Relevant Cuts). Define the family of relevant atoms of C to be

A = {ai : 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, x(δ(ai)) ≤ 2 + η},

and define the relevant cuts to be
C+ = C ∪ A.

4In the case that C ∈ Nη,0, we simply let P be the three atoms a0 = G r C, a1, and a2.
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Definition 6.16 (Left and Right Hierarchies). Let L (the left hierarchy) be the set of all cuts A ∈ C
that are not crossed on the left. Similarly, we let R be the set of cuts that are not crossed on the right. In
this way L,R partition all cuts in C.

Given this, define CR+ = R∪ A and CL+ = L ∪ A.

Definition 6.17 (Map(Ei(P))). We define a mapping from cuts in CR+ to the edges E(a1, a2), . . . , E(am−2, am−1).
For any 2 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, we map

argmaxA∈CR+ :ℓ(A)=i|A| and argmaxA∈CR+ :r(A)=i|A| (7)

to Ei−1(P), where ℓ(A) is the index of the leftmost atom of A and r(A) is the index of the rightmost atom
of A. We then compute a similar mapping for CL+. For each edge group Ei(P) we record the set of cuts
mapped to it by these two processes as a multiset Map(Ei(P)) (since every atom is in both CR

+ and CL+,
some atoms may appear twice).

We now introduce the following notion:

Definition 6.18 (Happy Cut). We say a leftmost cut L ∈ C is happy if

E(L, L ∪ a0)T = 1.

Similarly, the leftmost atom a1 is happy if E(a1, a0 ∪ a1)T = 1. Define rightmost cuts in C or the
rightmost atom in P to be happy in a similar manner.

We now define an “unhappy" event UC for each cut in C ∈ C+ such that

UC :=

{

I {C is not happy} If C is a leftmost or rightmost cut

I {C is odd} If C is not a leftmost or rightmost cut

This allows us to define an increase random variable for each edge e ∈ Ei(P) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m
called I ′e : T → {0, 1

2 , 1}. In particular for e ∈ Ei(P) we let:

I ′e := min{1, ∑
C∈(Map(Ei(P))rA)

I {UC}+
1

2 ∑
C∈(Map(Ei(P))∩A)

I {UC}}

where notice that an atom may contribute twice to the sum since Map(Ei(P)) may be a multiset.
In this way, every edge which is internal to some polygon of Nη,≤1 constructed in this section

has an associated random variable I ′e. For every edge which is internal to no polygon constructed
in this section, we say I ′e never occurs.

Lemma 6.19. We can compute
P
[

I ′e | Set
]

in polynomial time for any edge e internal to a polygon P of Nη,1.

Proof. If e is not internal to any polygon of Nη,1 then P [I ′e | Set] = 0 and we are done. Otherwise,
it is internal to some polygon P with root a0. Since by Eq. (7), |Map(Ei(P))| ≤ 4, by linearity
of expectation it is enough enough to compute P [UC] for (at most four) cuts in Map(Ei(P). We
use Corollary 5.5. Say C is a leftmost cut (it is similar if it is a rightmost cut). Then, compute
P [UC] = 1−P [C is happy]; so it is enough to compute P [C is happy | Set]. We use Corollary 5.5
with the set of edges E(C, C ∪ a0) and with corresponding σ value of 1 and m value of |V|. If
C is not a leftmost or a rightmost cut we use Corollary 5.5 with the set δ(C), σ value of 1 and
m = 2.
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Preprocessing Step 3: Compute polygons of Nη,1 and the maps

Partition the cuts in Nη,1 into connected components. For each connected component of
cuts C compute its (possibly degenerate) polygon P. Now, for each polygon P correspond-
ing to a connected component C of cuts in Nη,1 with atoms a0, . . . , am−1:

• Let Ei(P) be the set of edges between ai−1, ai mod m

• Let C+ be the set of relevant cuts as defined in Definition 6.15.

• For each i ∈ 0, . . . , m− 1 construct the multiset Map(Ei(P)) of cuts mapped to Ei(P)
in C+.

Increase-One-Side(e, Set)

Given an edge e and Set ∈ Tpartial compute P [I ′e | Set] using Lemma 6.19.

6.4 Computation of E [c(s∗) | Set]

Following Theorem 6.1 of [KKO22] we define s∗e : T → R≥0:

s∗e = (1− γ)
2 + η

1− ǫη
βxe(Ie + I ′e) + γ2βxeIe, (8)

where γ = 15
32 ǫP. By the above two lemmas, we can compute E [c(s∗) | Set] in polynomial time.

Thus the fact that the following function can be computed efficiently is the main result of this
section:

Ec(s∗)(e, Set)

Given an edge e and Set ∈ Tpartial, call functions Increase-One-Side(e, Set) and
Increase-Both-Sides(e, Set) to compute P [I ′e | Set] and P [Ie | Set] respectively. Then use
(8) to compute and return E [c(s∗e ) | Set].

This concludes the proof of (1) of Lemma 5.2.

7 Computation for c(s)

Here we will compute some parameters which are fixed throughout the course of the algorithm.
We also classify edges based on the probability of some events. In all computations we use the
(unconditional) measure µλ.

We begin by setting the constants as in Table 1.

7.1 Hierarchy definition and computation

Here we recall notation from [KKO22]. The following is key to defining the slack vector.
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Name Value Explanation

ǫ1/2 0.0002 Half edge threshold

ǫ1/1
ǫ1/2

12 A, B, C partitioning threshold, Definition 7.5

p 0.005ǫ2
1/2 Min prob. of happiness for a (2-*) good edge

ǫM 0.00025 Marginal errors due to max flow

τ 0.571β Top edge decrease

ǫP 750η Expected decrease constant

α 2ǫη Parameter of the matching

ǫB 21ǫ1/2 Parameter of the matching

ǫF 1/10 Parameter of the matching

ǫη 7η Definition 7.1

η 4.16 · 10−19 Near min cut constant

β
η

4+2η Slack shift constant

Table 1: A table of all constants used in the paper.

Definition 7.1 (Hierarchy, [KKO22]). For an LP solution x0 with support E0 = E∪ {e0} where x is x0

restricted to E, a hierarchy H ⊆ Nǫη is a laminar family with root V r {u0, v0}, where every cut S ∈ H
is called either a “near-cycle" cut or a degree cut. In the special case that S has exactly two children we
call it a triangle cut. Furthermore, every cut S is the union of its children. For any (non-root) cut S ∈ H,
define the parent of S, p(S), to be the smallest cut S′ ∈ H such that S ( S′.

For a cut S ∈ H, let A(S) := {a ∈ H : p(a) = S}; we will call these the atoms of S. If S is called a
“near-cycle" cut, then we can order cuts in A(S), a1, . . . , am−1 such that

• x(E(S, a1)), x(E(am−1, S)) ≥ 1− ǫη .

• For any 1 ≤ i < m− 1, x(E(ai, ai+1)) ≥ 1− ǫη .

• ∪m−2
i=2 E(ai, S) ≤ ǫη .

We abuse notation and for an edge e = (u, v) that is not a neighbor of u0, v0, we write p(e) to denote
the smallest5 cut S′ ∈ H such that u, v ∈ S′.

Definition 7.2 (A, B, C near-cycle partition, left-happy, right-happy, and happy). Let H be a hierar-
chy and let S ∈ H be a near-cycle cut with cuts in A(S) ordered a1, . . . , am−1. Then let A = x(E(S, a1)),
B = x(E(am−1, S)), and C = ∪m−2

i=2 E(ai, S). We call the sets A, B, C the near-cycle partition of δ(S).
We say S is left-happy when AT is odd and CT = 0, right happy when BT is odd and CT = 0, and

happy when AT, BT are odd and CT = 0.
By Definition 7.1, we have x(A), x(B) ≥ 1− ǫη and x(C) ≤ ǫη .

Now we will define a hierarchy H as the cuts in Nη which are not crossed, plus some extra
cuts in Hǫη .

5in the sense of the number of vertices that it contains
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Preprocessing Step 4: Constructing the hierarchy

Let Nη,≤1 ⊆ 2Vr{u0,v0} be the set of cuts crossed on at most one side: this was computed
in Section 6. Now we construct H as follows. For every connected component C of Nη,≤1,
if |C| = 1 then add the unique cut in C to the hierarchy. Otherwise, C corresponds to a
connected component of cuts crossed on one side u with atoms a0, . . . , am−1 (for some
m > 3). Add a1, . . . , am−1

a and ∪m−1
i=1 ai to H. Note that since x(δ({u0, v0})) = 2, the root of

the hierarchy is always V r {u0, v0}.

Now, partition the cuts in H into degree cuts and near-cycle cuts. For a cut S ∈ H, if
there is a connected component of at least two cuts with union equal to S, then call S a
near-cycle cut and compute its near-cycle A, B, C partitioning as defined in Definition 7.2.
If S is a cut with exactly two children X, Y in the hierarchy, then also call S a near-cycle
cutb, with A, B, C partitioning A = E(X, X rY), B = E(Y, Y r X) and C = ∅. Otherwise,
call S a degree cut.

Finally, compute the A, B, C degree partitioning for all S ∈ H as described below in
Definition 7.5.

aNotice that an atom may already correspond to a connected component, in such a case we do not add it
in this step.

bThink about such a set as a degenerate polygon with atoms a1 := X, a2 := Y, a0 := X ∪ Y.

Remark 7.3. Since |Nη,≤1| has polynomial size in n this can be done in polynomial time.
Also note that since every vertex has degree 2, they all appear in the hierarchy as singletons. Therefore,

every set in the hierarchy is the union of its children.

7.2 Edge bundles, A, B, C degree partition, and edge classification

Definition 7.4 (Edge Bundles, Top Edges, and Bottom Edges). For every degree cut S and every pair
of atoms u, v ∈ A(S), we define a top edge bundle f = (u, v) such that

f = {e = (u′, v′) ∈ E : p(e) = S, u′ ∈ u, v′ ∈ v}.
Note that in the above definition, u′, v′ are actual vertices of G.

For every polygon cut S, we define the bottom edge bundle f = {e : p(e) = S}.
Note in this way every edge e is in a unique edge bundle e. We say e is a bottom edge if its edge bundle

is a bottom edge bundle and otherwise e is a top edge.

We will always use bold letters to distinguish top edge bundles from actual LP edges. Also,
we abuse notation and write xe := ∑ f∈e x f to denote the total fractional value of all edges in this
bundle.

For any u ∈ H with p(u) = S we write

δ↑(u) := δ(u) ∩ δ(S),

δ→(u) := δ(u)r δ(S). (9)

E→(S) :=
⋃

v∈H:p(v)=S

δ→(v).
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Variable Name Event

He 2-2 happy P [u, v trees, δ(u)T = δ(v)T = 2]
He,u 2-1-1 happy w.r.t u P [u, v trees, AT = BT = 1, CT = 0, δ(v)T = 2]

H{e,f} 2-2-2 happy w.r.t u with f = (u, w) P [u, v, w trees, δ(u)T = δ(v)T = δ(w)T = 2]

Table 2: For a top edge bundle e = (u, v) where A, B, C is the degree partitioning of u, we define
the following “happy" events.

Also, for a set of edges A ⊆ δ(u) we write A→, A↑ to denote A ∩ δ→(u), A ∩ δ↑(u) respectively
(when u is clear in context). Note that E→(S) ⊆ E(S) includes only edges between atoms of S
and not all edges between vertices in S.

Now we compute the so-called A, B, C degree partitioning of each cut S ∈ H for which p(S)
is a degree cut. It can easily be implemented in polynomial time.

Definition 7.5 (A, B, C-Degree Partitioning). For u ∈ H and ǫ1/1 as in Table 1, we define a partitioning
of edges in δ(u): Let a, b ( u be minimal cuts in the hierarchy, i.e., a, b ∈ H, such that a 6= b and
x(δ(a) ∩ δ(u)), x(δ(b) ∩ δ(u)) ≥ 1− ǫ1/1. Note that since the hierarchy is laminar, a, b cannot cross.
Let A = δ(a) ∩ δ(u), B = δ(b) ∩ δ(u), C = δ(u)r A r B.

If there is no cut a ( u (in the hierarchy) such that x(δ(a) ∩ δ(u)) ≥ 1− ǫ1/1, we just let A, B
partition δ(u) such that x(A), x(B) ∈ [1− ǫ1,1, 1 + ǫη ], and set C = ∅. Note that this exists WLOG
because we may split any edge into an arbitrary number of parallel copies.

If there is just one minimal cut a ( u (in the hierarchy) with x(δ(a)∩ δ(u)) ≥ 1− ǫ1/1, i.e., b does not
exist in the above definition, then we define A = δ(a)∩ δ(u). Let a′ ∈ H be the unique child of u such that
a ⊆ a′, i.e., a is equal to a′ or a descendant of a′. Then we define B to be an arbitrary subset of δ(u)r δ(a′)
such that x(B) ∈ [1− ǫ1,1, 1 + ǫη ]. Finally let C = δ(u)r (A ∪ B). Note C ⊇ δ(a′) ∩ δ(u)r δ(a).

Note we may have to divide a single edge e between the sets A, B, C to ensure such partitions
exist.

Let p be as in Table 1. For a top edge bundles e = (u, v), we say e is 2-2 happy, or He occurs,
if u, v are trees and δ(u)T = δ(v)T = 2. Recall that u, v ∈ H are sets of vertices.

p2-2(e, Set)

To compute P [e 2-2 happy], use Corollary 5.5 with

E1 = E(u), E2 = E(v), E3 = δ(u), E4 = δ(v),

~σ = (|u| − 1, |v| − 1, 2, 2), ~m = (|V|, |V|, |V|, |V|),

Definition 7.6 (Good and bad edges). A top edge e in edge bundle f is good (sometimes just “good")
if p2−2(f, ∅) ≥ p and bad otherwise. We say every bottom edge is good, and edges in δ({u0, v0}) are bad
(because they do not have both of their endpoints in the hierarchy).

• 2-1-1 happy w.r.t. u: Let A, B, C be the A, B, C degree partition of u computed in the
previous section. We say e is 2-1-1 happy w.r.t. u, or He,u occurs, if u, v are trees, AT =
BT = 1, CT = 0, and δ(v)T = 2.
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p2-1-1(e, u, Set)

Let A, B, C be the degree partition of u. To compute P [e 2-1-1 happy w.r.t u], use
Corollary 5.5 with E1 = E(u), E2 = E(v), E3 = A, E4 = B, E5 = C, E6 = δ(v), ~σ =
(|u| − 1, |v| − 1, 1, 1, 0, 2), and ~m = (|V|, |V|, |V|, |V|, |V|, |V|).

• 2-2-2 happy (w.r.t. common endpoint u, with partner f ): We say the edge bundles e =
(u, v) and f = (u, w) (where p(u) = p(v) = p(w)) are 2-2-2 happy w.r.t. u, or H{e,f} occurs,
if u, v, w are trees and δ(u)T = δ(v)T = δ(w)T = 2.

p2-2-2(e, f, Set)

Assume e, f have a common endpoint u and v, w are the other endpoints of e, f.
To compute P [e 2-2-2 happy w.r.t u with f], use Corollary 5.5 with E1 = E(u), E2 =
E(v), E3 = E(w), E4 = δ(u), E5 = δ(v), E6 = δ(w),~σ = (|u| − 1, |v| − 1, |w| − 1, 2, 2, 2),
and ~m = (|V|, |V|, |V|, |V|, |V|, |V|).

For each edge bundle e = (u, v), we define its type with respect to each endpoint as follows:

type(u) returns type(e, u) for all edge bundles e ∈
δ(u)

For every edge bundle e ∈ δ(u):
If p2-1-1(e, u, ∅) ≥ p, then type(e, u) = 2-1-1.

Let A, B, C be the degree partitioning of δ(u). Let F ⊆ δ(u) be the set of edge bundles ad-
jacent to u with type(e, u) = 2-1-1. Let J ⊆ δ(u) be the set of edges adjacent to u such that
p2-2(e, ∅) < p. Now, if x(F) ≤ 1

2 − ǫ1/2 − ǫη and x(J) ≤ 1
2 − ǫ1/2, then, by Theorem 5.28 of

[KKO21], there exists two edges e = (u, v), f = (u, w) such that: (i) p2-2-2(e, f, ∅) ≥ p, and
(ii) x(e∩ B) ≤ ǫ1/2, x(f∩ A) ≤ ǫ1/2. Let type(e, u) = type(f, u) = 2-2-2.

For every edge bundle e ∈ δ(u) such that type(e, u) is not set:
If p2-2(e, ∅) ≥ p, then type(e, u) = 2-2. Otherwise type(e, u) = bad.

Finally, for each edge bundle e = (u, v), we define the following Re,u event with respect to
each endpoint u:

• If type(e, u) = 2-1-1, we define an independent Bernoulli Be,u with success probability
p/p2−1−1(e, u, ∅) and we define

Re,u := I {He,u = Be,u = 1}

We emphasize that this reduction indicator is purely a function of a tree T and an indepen-
dent Bernoulli. The same will apply to all future reduction indicators.
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• If type(e, u) = 2-2-2, there exists an edge bundle f such that type(f, u) = 2-2-2. In this case,
define an independent Bernoulli B{e,f} with success probability p/p2−2−2(e, f, ∅). Define

Re,u := Rf,u := R{e,f} := I
{

H{e,f} = B{e,f} = 1
}

Note we use brackets to emphasize that R{e,f} is the same event as R{f,e}.

• If type(e, u) = 2-2. We define an independent Bernoulli Be with success probability
p/p2−2(e, ∅) and we define

Re,u := I {He = Be = 1} .

• Otherwise type(e, u) = bad. Define Re,u = 0.

The following allows us to compute the expected value of Re,u for all edge bundles and each
of their endpoints conditioned on Set. Note that P [Re,u] = p for all good edges. However,
P [Re,u | Set] can be any number between 0 and the success probability of its Bernoulli (defined
above).

ER(e, u, Set)

Call type(u) to determine type(e, u). If type(e, u) = 2-1-1, return

p2-1-1(e, u, Set) ·
(

p

p2-1-1(e, u, ∅)

)

Otherwise if type(e, u) = type(f, u) = 2-2-2 for some edge bundle f, return

p2-2-2(e, f, Set) ·
(

p

p2-2-2(e, f, ∅)

)

Otherwise, if type(e, u) = 2-2, return

p2-2(e, Set) ·
(

p

p2-2(e, ∅)

)

Otherwise, type(e, u) = bad. Return 0.

7.3 Max Flow

For each near-cycle cut S ∈ H with polygon partition A, B, C, we compute parameters αe, f for all
edges e ∈ A, f ∈ B as well as pS, which we define next. Let HS be the event:

HS := AT = BT = 1, CT = 0, S is a tree.
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Preprocessing Step 5: Max Flow

For every near-cycle cut S ∈ H with polygon partition A, B, C, do the following.

Construct and solve an instance of the max-flow, min-cut problem. Consider the following
graph with vertex set {s, A, B, t}. For any edge e ∈ A, f ∈ B connect e to f with a directed

edge of capacity ye, f = P [e, f ∈ T | HS] = P[HS∧e, f∈T]
P[HS]

. To compute the numerator (the

denominator is similar), apply Corollary 5.5 to

E1 = {e}, E2 = { f}, E3 = δ(S)r {e, f}, E4 = E(S)

~σ = (1, 1, 0, |S| − 1), ~m = (2, 2, |V|, |V|) (10)

For any e ∈ E, let xe := P [e ∈ T | CT = 0, S is a tree]. Connect s to e ∈ A with an
arc of capacity qxe and similarly connect f ∈ B to t with arc of capacity qx f , where

q = 0.1ζ2/62

P[AT=BT=1|CT=0,S is a tree]
and ζ = 1/4000, computed using Corollary 5.5. Then compute

the maximum flow of this graph. Let z be the maximum flow, where ze, f is the flow on
the edge from e to f .

Now return

αe, f :=
ze, f

ye, f
, pS := ∑

e∈A, f∈B

P [HS] ze, f (11)

Note that it follows by Proposition 5.6 from [KKO21] that pS ≥ p. Define an independent
Bernoulli BS with success probability p/pS as well as independent Bernoullis Be, f for all e ∈
A, f ∈ B with success probability αe, f . For a tree T, we define the event:

RS :=
⋃

e∈A, f∈B

I
{

A ∩ T = {e}, B ∩ T = { f}, HS = BS = Be, f = 1
}

(12)

ER(S, Set)

To compute E [RS | Set], note by definition:

E [RS | Set] = ∑
f∈A,g∈B

P
[

A ∩ T = { f}, B ∩ T = {g}, HS = BS = Be, f = 1 | Set
]

= (p/pS)αe, f ∑
f∈A,g∈B

P [A ∩ T = { f}, B ∩ T = {g}, HS | Set] , (13)

Compute the inner probability using Corollary 5.5 similarly to (10). Return the result.

7.4 Matching

Next we compute a matching from the good edges in E→(S) to the edges in δ(S) for every degree
cut S ∈ H. The output of this procedure will be values me,u which indicate that the good edge
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bundle e = (u, v) (where u, v ∈ A(S)) is matched to a fraction me,u of edges in δ↑(u) and a
fraction me,v of δ↑(v). In the following, ǫF, ǫB, and α are set in Table 1.

Preprocessing Step 6: Matching

For every S ∈ H which is a degree cut, do the following. For every u ∈ A(S), set:

Fu = 1− ǫBI

{

ǫF ≤ x(δ↑(u)) ≤ 1− ǫF

}

, Zu :=
(

1 + I

{

|A(S)| ≥ 4, x(δ↑(u)) ≤ ǫF

})

.

Set up and solve a polynomial size max-flow min-cut problem. Construct a graph with
vertex set {s, X, Y, t} with source s and sink t. We identify X with the set of good edge
bundles in E→(S) and Y with the set of atoms in A(S).

For every (good) edge bundle e ∈ X, add an arc from s to e of capacity c(s, e) := (1 + α)xe.
For every u ∈ A(S), add an arc (u, t) with capacity c(u, t) = x(δ↑(u))FuZu. Finally,
connect e = (u, v) ∈ X to each of u, v ∈ Y with a directed edge of infinite capacity, i.e.,
c(e, u) = c(e, v) = ∞.

Let f be the max flow and return

me,u :=
fe,u

Fu
. (14)

7.5 Reductions

In the following we compute the probability of events R, corresponding to the probability of
“decrease events" for every edge bundle. These then are used to compute values re for every
edge, corresponding to the actual decrease amounts. For a set F ⊆ E, we let r(F) = ∑e∈F re.

If e is a top edge (see Definition 7.4), then e ∈ f for some top edge bundle f = (u, v). Define

re =
1

2
τxe(I {Rf,u}+ I {Rf,v})

If e is a bottom edge with near-cycle parent S, then define

re = βxeI {RS}

Where τ, β are given in Table 1.

Er(e, Set)

If e is a top edge in top edge bundle f = (u, v) return

E [re | Set] =
1

2
τxe(ER(f, u, Set) + ER(f, v, Set))

Otherwise, e is a bottom edge with near-cycle parent S. Return

E [re | Set] = βxeER(S, Set).
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7.6 Increases

We now recall the definition of increase vectors in [KKO21] (over all edges) with the purpose of
guaranteeing that every odd cut in H is satisfied and then show how to compute its expectation.
In the following subsection, the slack vectors are defined as the sum of the decrease vector and
(a scaled version of) the increase vector.

7.6.1 Increases for bottom edges

Here we define the increase needed for bottom edges in each near-cycle cut S with near-cycle

partition A, B, C. We let IS = I↑S + I→S . We define:

I↑S = (1 + ǫη)(r(A↑)I {S not left happy}+ r(B↑) · I {S not right happy}+ r(C)) (15)

EI↑ (S, Set)

Assume S is a near-cycle cut with near-cycle partition A, B, C. To compute the expected
value of the first term in (15), note by linearity of expectation it suffices to compute the
following for each e ∈ A↑.

• If e is a top edge in top edge bundle f = (u, v), compute:

E [re · I {S not left happy} | Set] =
1

2
xeτE [(Rf,u +Rf,v) · I {S not left happy} | Set] ,

The expectation is equivalent to ER(f, u, Set)−E [Rf,u ∧ I {S left happy} | Set] (plus
the analogous quantity for v). To compute the second term, first recall the definition
of left happy (see Definition 7.2): AT is odd and CT = 0. Now apply Corollary 5.5
using the necessary sets Ei and vectors ~m,~σ for Rf,u (as given in ER(f, u, Set)) and
add two additional sets EA = A and EC = C and coordinates σA = 1, σC = 0, mA =
2, mC = |V|. (Note if f is bad then the whole expectation is 0 and there is nothing to
compute.)

• If instead e is a bottom edge in near-cycle cut Ŝ, similarly compute:

E [re · I {S not left happy} | Set] = xeβE
[

(RŜ · I {S not left happy} | Set
]

.

Here to apply Corollary 5.5, sum over the events for RŜ as in (13) (used by
ER(S, Set)), to each one adding EA = A, EC = C with σA = 1, σC = 0, mA = 2, mC =
|V| (similar to above).

Compute the remaining terms in the expectation of E

[

I↑S | Set
]

analogously.

For an edge bundle e and a set A ⊆ E we use the shorthand e(A) to denote the set of edges
in A and e. We now define I→(S) for a near-cycle cut S. There are three cases:

• Case 1: The parent Ŝ of S is a polygon cut. Then define

I→(S) := (1 + ǫη)β (max{x(A→), x(B→)}+ x(C→)) · I
{

RŜ = 1, S not happy
}
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• Case 2: The parent u of S is a degree cut with degree partition A′, B′, C′ and has a pair e =
(v, S), f = (w, S) edges with type(e, S)= type(f, S)= 2-2-2. WLOG, let xe(B′), xf(A′) ≤ ǫ1/2.
Then define:

I→(S) := (1 + ǫη)
τ

2
max{xe(A′), xf(B′)}

(

I
{R{e,f}

}

+ I {Re,v}+ I {Rf,w}
)

+(1 + ǫη) ∑
g∈δ→(S)re(A′)rf(B′)

rg · I {S not happy} .

• Case 3: Otherwise the parent u of S is a degree cut with no pair of 2-2-2 edges. Define:

I→(S) := (1 + ǫη) ∑
g∈δ→(S)

E
[

rg · I {S not happy} | Set
]

.

EI→ (S, Set)

Assume S is a near-cycle cut. This function computes E [I→(S) | Set] for the above three
cases as follows (using the notation from above):

• Case 1: Return

(1 + ǫη)β (max{x(A→), x(B→)}+ x(C→)) ·E
[

RŜ · I {S not happy} | Set
]

Here to apply Corollary 5.5 we sum over the events for RŜ as in (13) (used by
ER(S, Set)), to each one adding EA = A, EB = B, EC = C and σA = 1, σB = 1, σC =
0, mA = 2, mB = 2, mC = |V|.a

• Case 2: Return

(1 + ǫη)
τ

2
max{xe(A′), xf(B′)}

(

P
[

R{e,f} | Set
]

+ P [Re,v | Set] + P [Rf,w | Set]
)

+(1 + ǫη) ∑
g∈δ→(S)re(A′)rf(B′)

E
[

rg · I {S not happy} | Set
]

.

Recall E
[R{e,f} | Set

]

can be computed by ER(e, S, Set). To calculate

E
[

rg · I {S not happy} | Set
]

we use techniques similar to EI↑ (S, Set).

• Case 3: Return
(1 + ǫη) ∑

g∈δ→(S)

E
[

rg · I {S not happy} | Set
]

.

aNote that the sets A, B, C written here are from the near-cycle partition of S, however the event RŜ uses

the near-cycle partition of Ŝ.

EI(S, Set)

Return EI↑(S, Set) + EI→ (S, Set).
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7.6.2 Increases for top edges

For each top edge bundle e = (u, v), using the values me,u, me,v from Section 7.4, define for a tree
T:

Ie,u := ∑
g∈δ↑(u)

rg · I {δ(u)T is odd} · me,u

∑f∈δ→(u) mf,u
(16)

and define Ie,v analogously. We then let

Ie := Ie,u + Ie,v.

EI(e, Set)

Let e = (u, v). Compute:

E [Ie,u | Set] := ∑
g∈δ↑(u)

E
[

rg · I {δ(u)T is odd} | Set
]

· me,u

∑f∈δ→(u) mf,u
(17)

and compute E [Ie,v | Set] analogously, using the values me,u computed previously in Step
6. To compute the above, we apply Corollary 5.5 for sets Ei coming from Er(g, Set) and
add an extra set Eu = δ(u) and coordinates σu = 1, mu = 2.
Return

E [Ie | Set] := E [Ie,u + Ie,v | Set] .

7.7 Computation of E [c(s) | Set]

First we define sH:

sHe := −re +

{

If
xe
xf

if e ∈ f for a top edge bundle f,

ISxe if p(e) = S for a polygon cut S ∈ H, i.e. e is a bottom edge.
(18)

Finally, we construct s. Note that sHe = 0 with probability 1 for a bad edge bundle e. Therefore
in [KKO22] a second slack vector was defined to allow bad edges to reduce. In particular, let Eg

be the set of good edges and let Eb := Er Eg be the set of bad edges. Note all edges in δ({u0, v0})
are bad edges as they are not edge bundles in the hierarchy. Define the vector sbad : E∪ {e0} → R

as follows:

sbad
e ←











∞ if e = e0

−xe(4β/5)(1− 2η) if e ∈ Eb,

xe(4β/3) otherwise.

(19)

Finally, where γ = 15
32 ǫP, let s = γsbad + (1− γ)sH. This is now exactly the vector s from Theorem

6.1 of [KKO22].
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Ec(s)(e, Set)

We have E [c(se) | Set] = γc(sbad
e ) + (1− γ)E

[

sHe | Set
]

. c(sbad
e ) is a constant which can be

computed by (19).

Thus, it is sufficient to compute E
[

c(sHe ) | Set
]

. From (18), we just need E [re | Set], com-
puted by Er(e, Set), and E [If | Set] if e ∈ f is a top edge (computed by EI(f, Set)) and
E [IS | Set] if it is a bottom edge with near-cycle parent S (computed by EI(S, Set)).

This concludes the proof of (2) of Lemma 5.2.
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